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Two dots brain teaser games for adults

Develop a systematic approach to setting and achieving objectives. To succeed in TwoDots, players need to consider the effect of each move before taking their turn. The point of the game is to eliminate dots. The best way to eliminate bullets is to link a square to the same colored dots. Once a square is connected, all
bullets of this color are eliminated from the entire screen. This move distributes players more points and makes it easier to connect other colors or eliminate exclusions in future moves. Connecting a square dot is a skill that requires insight. As tetris dots fall down a notch on the screen gridded every time a series is
eliminated. Thus, players must take this into account when selecting color dots to connect. They need to predict how the dots will fall, and try to force them to make a square. On some of the toughest levels, players think three to four moves in advance. Self-control Management of our actions, emotions and behaviors. It
can be tempting when players see some red, yellow, or purple dots on a horizontal or vertical line. But before connecting the first set of corresponding colors that come across, players must calculate the result of each move and determine which game will put them in the best position to get three stars. It's not a game that
won a whim. While there is some luck involved as the dots are mostly randomized, TwoDots is a game that has been won with skill. And impulsive play now gives players a good chance of winning. Players should take the time to think about things, taking into account all possible outcomes, before choosing their next
course of action. Focus Getting started and then keeping attention and effort in tasks. An important aspect of focus thinking skills is goal-directed perseverance. TwoDots helps players develop an affinity for this skill set. The ability to see a goal or goal through the beginning to the end is the essence of goal-directed
persistence. And since the game's goals often change, it's important for players to direct their attention to the end goal, whether it's connecting 20 green dots, sinking 10 anchors, or breaking 15 blocks of ice. While gameplay always revolves around connecting and eliminating bullets, changing goals keep things
interesting. This is where the players really need to concentrate. Two Dots, the puzzle game for iOS, has been out for about a year now. It just got this weekend, in fact, with some new levels and a couple new features. It's a great game. It's the kind of game that triggers a tiny serotonin explosion directly into the deepest
part of my brain: it's simple but constructed. Instead of randomly generated, endless levels that you get in games like Candy Crush and the original Dots, Two Dots has levels made specifically by humans. There's an element of luck, but there's also an opportunity to figure out the secret trick to beating a certain level.
There are many ways to spend money on two dots There is also, you have to say up, a lot Opportunities to spend money on an otherwise free game - you can only get five lives and regenerate every 20 minutes. There are amplifiers and regular pop-ups to spend a buck or two. You can do well in the game without
spending a dime, but that will mean your pace will be slower. Obviously I have a reputation for being pretty good at these kinds of games (same thing as threes). It's something I've cultivated because I like to talk trash, but the truth is, I didn't think I did anything special. But maybe I was, because with two dots in
particular, there are some basic strategies for climbing through the levels I've developed over time. So here are some tips and tricks I've learned over the past year or so that have let me climb the levels in two dots. Square This is the most basic strategy in two dots. When you link a bullet square, it deletes all that color
from the table. It can create a virtuous circle where each new set of dots that falls down reveals another square that you can click. But just making squares isn't the whole story. You want to look ahead by making squares on the board at strategic points so the next move can also be a square. Looking about one move
ahead is about as good as you can do in two dots, since the colors coming down from the top are random, so the composition of the colors you have to work with changes from turn to turn. Look at at least one move ahead You really want to look at at least one move ahead all the time. You'll start to see patterns that
could become squares if you just clear the right number of dots underneath them. And squares have an extra benefit that you can use to your advantage. If you delete purple squares, for example, then the bullets displayed from the top will not be purple. It means you'll end up alternating the colors you clean. One last
note: there is a large square where you can connect a bunch of dots to other dots within your square. This turns the dots into a bomb that blows up neighboring dots. Have fun, but sometimes it can kill your next scheduled move. Use them, but be careful. Know your obstacles Two dots almost never gives you just a large,
open table of colored dots to drag your finger. There are usually obstacles, and you need to know where on the board the squares are still possible. Focus on them and, more on the point, focus on clearing obstacles so that you have as many square friendly zones as possible. Obstacles range from simple to (dear fire
dots: I hate you with the heat of a thousand sun). Some of them, like sandblocks or directional blocks, just sit there taking up valuable space that you want to clean so you can make more blocks. Others, such as circuit blocks or fire dots (see hate, above), can change the board radically. Here's a brief overview of the
obstacles you'll find. I don't know exactly what two-dot terminology I should use here. That's what I call these things. Ice cubes don't stop anything. Nothing. You need to clean a few dots inside them to break them. Especially as you get towards the end of your level, worry less about building squares and more about
doing whatever it takes to pop the last stragglers. Fire dots burn the dots next to them. But you can stop their spread: every time you clean a dot next to a fire dot, it eliminates that fire dot. It also keeps fire dots attached to it from spreading. So basically: focus on clearing points next to fire dots and if you have a choice,
don't split a grouping of fire points up. Also recommended: buy a small rope for your phone so that when you're tempted to chuck the damn thing because of fire dots, it won't hurt it. The sand blocks when you clean a dot next to them. They keep dots from overlapping under them, so make sure you get these on top early,
and make sure you open the space to make squares. Directional block only clear when you clean a dot on the right side of them. Extremely annoying, but follow the same strategy as with the sand blocks. Make sure they don't prevent you from making squares. Also note that they are destroyed by explosions (circuit
blocks, blast medium dots from a large square), so use it to your advantage if you can. Carriers take a column of dots as they fall through the bottom and move them up to another column somewhere else in the table. It will basically give you a shot at making better prediction, and you'll want to pay close attention to how
they change the way dots drop. Anchors fall to the bottom, and you need to clean the dots below them to get rid of them. Cyclonable dots are probably the best kind of obstacle. They can be combined with any color dot to make squares. As you look ahead, look for two or three-dot patterns that can be combined with a
circle dot. Keep an eye out for them at the bottom because they can block anchors and not clear. Designing a square with four or more circle bullets cleans the entire board. It seems like a great idea, but usually it's not: random dots are worse than your planned next move is. Monster dots eat the dots next to them,
turning them into another color. They're annoying. They have small numbers inside them, which is the number of dots you need to connect to them to clean them. Sometimes you want to kill them early and sometimes you want to let them wander around the board doing more of their color. If Two Dots ever combines dot
of fire with a monster dot, I'll probably have to go protest outside the company headquarters. (Oh my God what if the developers hadn't thought about making fire dot monsters and I just gave them the idea just now? Circuit squares are a group of blocks that all get rotated off or on as you clean the dots inside them. You
have to get the whole team to clean them up by activating a bomb. If you see circuit squares on the board, you might want to think twice about building squares. Flower dots automatically connect and clear the dots of the same next to them (although they don't make squares; stupid flowers jerk). Just kind of work in
clearing the board so that as the colors fall next to them. Know your goals Each level starts with a splash screen that tells you what you need to clear from the board in order to win. It's usually a combination of a few obstacles. As you play, make sure you do more than clear squares - focus on achieving these goals. Most
of the time, you're going to want to adjust how and where you make your squares so that you can deal with these obstacles – but don't get too focused on it. Sometimes it's just there to infuriate you, and what you really need to do is track your progress toward your level-specific goals. Actually, that's all you have to do all
the time. Most levels start with a random bullet placement, but not all! Pay close attention to the initial installation of each board and if you start to see the same dots in the same place, this is a great hint from the level designer. Sometimes there is a smart startup strategy that can make your life a lot easier if you can
figure it out at first. Get souvenir packages There are a bunch of amplifiers that you can buy that do various, random things on the board at the beginning. Sometimes it gives you more colored dots to make squares. Sometimes it's freezing fire. Sometimes he blew up a bunch of random dots. The game also added just
two buttons to the level for shuffling dots and deleting them. Someone will tell you that it is possible to beat any level without amplifiers. That someone is technically telling the truth, but it is also technically possible to climb Mount Everest without special equipment. Some levels just require it. But don't use them too much



- because an amplifier is no guarantee of success. Use amplifiers sparingly My advice is to just use a booster for your last life after you've spent the first four sussing out the level and getting enraged by its manufacturer. Also, you need to save souvenir packages for the highest levels – whenever two dots insert a new
section with new obstacles, the levels are generally easier. Yes, you can buy more of them, but this can get very expensive very quickly. Instead, just make sure you play once a day. Every 24 hours, Two Dots gives you an amplification challenge that will give you a free box. The nice thing about these challenges is that
you don't have to worry about beating a level, just hitting those goals. So, hold the press of the find level button until you some lower level that makes it easier to hit the daily target. Stay calm Look, the Two Dots can be infuriating. There are levels that look like they are specially designed to drive you crazy and tempt you
to spend a dollar to get five more moves just to beat the damn thing. And if you give in and do that, I won't judge. Nor will I judge if you spent a little money to get the infinite life for X hours that the game offers you sometimes. These are choices that every person should make decisions between you and your God. I won't
pretend that I haven't done any (or, ahem, all) of the above. But for the most part I accept that the game is good for fifteen minutes of demarcation out on the subway. There's enough randomness in the system to make me think I could be lucky tomorrow and enough planning at levels that only sometimes feel like its real
purpose is to infuriate me. It's just a game, after all. A game in which I'm better than my friend Creighton. Hello, Creighton! Creighton!
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